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BFGOODRICH REDLINE RADIALS KEEP CLASSIC CORVETTES ON THE ROAD
Coker Tire Offers New BFGoodrich Tires For Your Corvette
Chattanooga, TN - As the recognized leader in tires and wheels for collector vehicles of all shapes and sizes,
Coker Tire Company specializes in tires for the most celebrated vehicles of all time. Obviously, this includes
the Chevrolet Corvette, which has been popular since the first one rolled off the assembly line. Coker Tire
provides classic bias ply tires for vintage Corvette restorations, from whitewalls for the C1 generation to
redlines and gold line tires for the C2 generation. And while these cars originally came from the factory with
bias ply tires, Coker Tire offers a new line of radial tires, which perfectly match the desired sizing and
appearance for your Corvette.
With Coker’s BFGoodrich Silvertown Radial product line, Corvette enthusiasts have the option for redline, gold
line or a pinstripe whitewall. Specifically sized for C2 Corvettes, these new BFGoodrich radials are available in
205/75R15 sizing, but other sizes are available if you want to mix it up. These tires feature an all season tread
and they feature an S speed rating, making them great for classic cars. They’re DOT and ECE approved and
feature a 3/8-inch raised redline, gold line or pinstripe whitewall.
Made in the USA to the highest standards, these exceptional tires are a preferable upgrade to the OE tires of
yesteryear, in terms of performance, but the appearance is identical to the classic rubber. Whether you’re
driving hard or just cruising the streets, these tires are ready for the road. The BFGoodrich Silvertown radials
are backed by Coker Tire’s “Life of the Tread” warranty, which guarantees the tires to be free of defects in
materials and workmanship for the life of the tread.
Available through distributors located across the United States and over 40 countries, Coker Tire’s BFGoodrich
Silvertown radials are the perfect addition to your classic Corvette. Coker Tire’s headquarters is located at 1317
Chestnut Street in historic downtown Chattanooga, Tennessee and is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 8 a.m. to noon on Saturday. You can also reach the office by calling toll free 1-800-2516336. You can also visit Coker Tire’s website at www.cokertire.com to place an order, request a catalog or
simply shop around.

